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&#x93; About The Trilogy22-year-old Samantha Kingston had theperfect job, perfect boyfriend, and

perfect Friday nights. When disaster strikes she loses everything and is propelled into a journey

where evil and good, dark and light are battling for her destiny. Will the DemonBrigade viciously

destroy her? Or will her Angel team and the Divinehelp her to elevate and see her real truth as an

Earth Angel?"Musings of an Earth Angel is a mystical story that&apos;s fresh, inventive and will

linger with you long after you are finished reading. Spirit junkies will relish this exciting new

adventure and hunger for more.&#x94;"Ã‚Â -Gabrielle Bernstein, New York Times best-selling

author of Miracles NowLove, fantasy, adventure--Musings of an Earth Angel is a storythat will keep

you intrigued, captivated, and constantly wanting more. Samantha battles the Demon Brigade in a

struggle to save humankind itself.Ã‚Â musingsofanearthangel.com
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Suzanne is an Author, Motivational speaker, and Life Purpose Consultant that is sharing her zest for

life with audiences around the globe. She believes that having fun and following your passion are

the keys to finding true happiness and she's passionate about helping unlock what that means for

you. Suzanne's passion is to teach people how to live a life of fulfillment and joy. She does this

through teaching you her proven 5 step process to attract happiness and freedom into your life. As

well as by connecting you to the perfect mentor or coach who can help you discover your true

potential and achieve your heart's desires. Suzanne intuitively connects her clients with her

exclusive network of high quality coaches and mentors that produce amazing results and are truly



invested in their client's personal growth.

Wow...while this book is fiction, there are SO many wonderful life lessons contained in its pages. I'm

a big believer that there are no coincidences, and this gem came along at a point when I needed a

little nudge to get back on track in finding my truth and remembering that the Universe and angels

have my back - it's my job to tap into them and ask them for help when I need it!The main character,

Sam, helps us understand that we all get caught up in the day-to-day burdens of life, and they can

wear us down and cause us to feel and bring negativity into our lives. But all we need is to shift our

focus to love and to good (and ask our Divine power for help), to turn things around. I'm not quite

finished with Musings yet, and I'll admit, I don't want it to end!! I can't wait for the next one.Thanks to

Suzanne Adams for writing such an insightful and spectacular book; and in doing so, helping me

return to love and the understanding that I am not alone!

Dear Suzanne, I heard your interview on Hay House. I immediately ordered 2 books. I am sure this

book is perfect for someone on the beginning of their awakening. That is why I bought the extra one.

I thought I could give it as a gift.I was disappointed. I'm sorry. I am in the retired demographic and

have read so much non-fiction on these subjects. This might attract the older Harry Potter follower. I

wish you the best and hope you have a great writing career.

From the very first page I was drawn into Sam's world of spiritual / metaphysical exploration and

could relate to the character on so many different levels. I think most of us, no matter our age or

background, have had times in our lives when we have had the rug pulled out from under us and/or

we start to question who we really are and why we are here. Suzanne Adams, has created through

Sam's journey of spiritual awakening, almost a reference guide for those of us who are just starting

to explore the metaphysical or are starting down a new life path. Suzanne has shared many spiritual

gems of knowledge and guidance in this book for anyone who is open to receiving it. Even if you are

not ready for any of that, the cool thing is, the book is just a great story complete with love,

romance, betrayal, mystery, suspense all written in a way that just keeps you glued to the page! I

can't wait for the next book.

This is the modern mystical fiction I needed! Fast paced, full of relatable experiences, emotions,

questions, and revelations to inspire, entertain, and awaken readers.The author portrays an

awakening that reads so realistically (although in this case, it's an ideal version given Sam's



personal wealth) that I felt I was able to reflect on previous periods of my own life with a much more

profound level of empathy.I really enjoy considering the many EAs that have crossed my path at the

most auspicious of times to help me along my personal journey. I always knew they were

special/significant, and this story frames these helpful people in the most down to earth manner - it's

heart warming!!I am excited to read the next book in the series, follow Sam's blogs, and continue

connecting with the vast community of spiritual folks and their resources made available online

:-)Keep your channel tuned to Love, Sam, and thank you for saying YES!

How I loved this book, what a gem. You'll recognize some of the metaphysical ideas from the

Celestine Prophesy, A Course in Miracles, Lynn Andrews, Abraham Hicks, Wayne Dyer, Doreen

Virtue, etc but .... it really is a unique story, one that grabs you and holds you until you've finished it

and as it ends with a cliffhanger, it is hard to let go, you want it to continue forever. I made the

"mistake" to start reading it an hour before going to bed so what happened is that I read through the

night and had one hour left for a quick nap before have to get up. I felt so energized from the story

and the gentle universal wisdom woven in, that I really didn't notice the lack of sleep. This book is

not for people who don't think that Angels exist, let alone that they "guide" you and talk to you. Also

if you don't believe in an Afterlife, in reincarnation or in a Source that has created the Universe, you

still want to read it but be ready to be intrigued and starting to wonder "what if .....". It's a

metaphysical adventure story and that by itself should be enough for you to read the book.

This book, Musings of an Earth Angel created a permanent imprint on me, and left me feeling like

the main character Samantha was the earlier version of me in my 20's. I am not a huge fictional

reader, so to be very honest I was a little hesitant at first. It came along at the perfect time and once

I started I could not put it down. It will suck you in from the very beginning of page one. The story is

magical, mystical, and so real that you will leave each chapter wondering, "could that really

happen?" The creativity of the manuscript was so inspiring and I ended the book wanting so much

more. I cannot wait for the next book to be released. I have recommended this book to so many

people. If you are questioning the meaning of life, or have had a spiritual awakening, or in the

beginning of one- this book is for you! You will too feel like Samantha.

This is an amazing book full of drama and spiritual insights. The main character goes on a journey

of finding her true path. She realizes her thoughts and actions reflect the quality of her life.



I absolutely LOVED this book. I didn't just read it, I devoured it. It's one of those books that you can't

put down, I ended up staying up way too late and had to make myself put it down so I could get

some sleep! Finished it in just a couple days and was left wanting so much more. I'm so excited for

the follow up! I will be reading this book over and over. Not only is it a great story, but it's also a

great reminder of all of the spiritual lessons that I'm working on incorporating in my life. Amazing.

Inspiring. Heart warming. Thank you, Suzanne! :)
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